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This handbook provides a set of principles and processes for
those managers and professionals who want to enhance their
understanding of the theory and practice of project management.
Like all good handbooks, this is a comprehensive reference
source for practical how-to-do-it information. This handbook
also can be used in project management training programs,
as well as in degree programs in universities.

There is a flood of books currently being published about
project management. Unfortunately all too many of these
books take existing works and recast them in a slightly different
light, resulting in minor contributions to the growing literature.
The AMA Handbook of Project Management is a refreshing
change.

This book starts with the Project Management Institute’s
body of knowledge (PMBOK® Guide) and then goes beyond
that through a description of the Project Management profession
and its challenges and coverage of organizational issues
likely to be encountered in the world of project management,
ending with a presentation of industry applications of the project
approach.

The material in the book comes from authors who are
notable contributors in the project management community,
ranging from academics to practitioners who grapple with the
challenges of managing or teaching in the project management
field.

This is a book that should have a conspicuous place on the
bookshelf of anyone who wants to improve their professional
practice in the use of project management knowledge and
skills.
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Managing NowHoughton Mifflin Co, 2008


	Information technology is a familiar aspect of our lives. We use computers,

	e-mail, software, cell phones, iPods, fax machines, flash drives, scanners, and

	BlackBerry®-type devices every day. We search for travel information on Expedia,

	download airline tickets from AA.com, and register for and take college courses

	online....
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Java Security SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Your complete guide to the what, why, where, and how of Java Security
In this unique guide, two Java security experts show you how to take full advantage of Java security technologies–cryptography, algorithms, and architecture. They explain today’s Java security tools, concepts, protocols, and specifications, including ECC, RSA,...
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Dictionary of Video & Television Technology (Demystifying Technology Series)Newnes, 2002

	This up-to-date reference is the most complete dictionary covering this fast-paced field. It contains virtually all the terminology commonly used in modern global video and television technology, with thorough definitions aimed at the engineering level. It covers all international video standards, digital and analog video signals, data...
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Expert MySQL (Expert's Voice in Databases)Apress, 2012

	Expert MySQL is the leading reference for learning, understanding, and extending the MySQL server. It unlocks the full promise of open source by showing how to modify the code, create your own storage engine, build your own authentication plugins, and even add your own functions and commands to the SQL language. No other book...
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Biomedical Applications of Control Engineering (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 2013

	Biomedical Applications of Control Engineering is a lucidly written textbook for graduate control engineering and biomedical engineering students as well as for medical practitioners who want to get acquainted with quantitative methods. It is based on decades of experience both in control engineering and clinical practice.
...
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Getting Started with SpiceworksPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 2 million IT pros have installed Spiceworks. It helps them with their daily tasks, streamlines processes, and even saves them money, all for free! Getting Started with Spiceworks is an ideal resource to install Spiceworks and run it on your network. After all, over 2 million IT pros can’t be wrong, so learn how to join the...
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